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Abstract
This paper is intended to evaluate the current situation and potential of existing water terminal of Chandpur
District. Chandpur water terminal was an important center for jute and grain trades during the first part of the
twentieth century. But due to river erosion it has lost its past glory. However, some parts of the town have
submerged into riverbed due to erosion and existing water terminal of Chandpur district is also under threat now.
A sustainable water terminal design considering river erosion and with proper service facility is an important
issue for Chandpur District. This paper shows an analysis on river erosion and possible ways for designing a
water terminal that is sustainable in such extreme condition. The study also emphasizes the terminal`s important
role in the urban development which describe the changing role of the passenger terminals from traditional
transport hub to value-added urban space.
Keywords: Water Terminal, River Erosion, Past Glory, Sustainable, Extreme Condition.
1 Introduction
Inland water routes in rural areas are inhabited by thousands of people & are also growing populous day by day.
Waterways are the only communication media for the people of many regions for carrying out their day-to-day
socio-economic activities. It is the cheapest mode of transport compared to road or rail. Until recently, however,
the sector had received little attention from the Government of Bangladesh with only limited resources allocated
to its development. In addition, these resources were mostly used to develop the main routes while secondary
rivers and transport using country boats were given second priority. As a result a large amount of people are
neglected from proper service. Main ports built, maintained and regulated by BIWTA. Government Acts
designate 19 such ports but only 11 have actually been developed. The infrastructure consists of terminal
buildings, pontoons, jetties, gangways and godowns or transit sheds. In most of the cases, landing sites are
nothing more than a wooden plank for passenger. Absence of sufficient mooring facilities (Ghats) is considered
to be one of the factors negatively affecting safety on rural waterways. BIWTA allocates little resources to
landing points for country boats. As a result, local authorities or local associations of boat owners develop
additional sites. These sites are rudimentary and often do not represent more than a segment of shore with
walking access to land. Today’s launch terminal was the only gateway to the Chandpur district just several
decades ago. Not only from the historical point of view but still today it plays a very important role in the
communication of lower and lower middle class people. A proper terminal design for Chandpur is necessary,
which will be not only modern but also give solution to the existing erosion problem and going to give full
facilities to the passengers.
2 Literature Review
2.1 Existing Chandpur Water Terminal
Existing Chandpur water terminal is located at the edge of the Chandpur District, faces the Meghna River.
Recently it has been shifted to Madrasa Road to avoid accidents that often occur due to surging waves and strong
whirlpool at the confluence of the Meghna and the Dakatia rivers near the Boro station. All the passenger
launches that are supposed to touch Chandpur water terminal at Boro station have been asked to use the
alternative terminal at Madrasa Road under Chandpur Sadar.
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The present riverscape shows nothing about the past glories of the BORO STATION area of CHANDPUR,
which had a distinct character ever 40 years ago. Due to the river erosion valuable urban land, important
structures are already being destroyed.

Figure 1. Location of Chandpur Water Terminal
2.2 History of Erosion at Chandpur
The bank of the lower Meghna near Chandpur has been eroding continuously. Information on the river bank line
for the last 60 years shows progressive recession of the left bank. The rate of erosion and its location have,
however changed from year to year (National Committee,1988).Details of erosion at Chandpur are available
since 1966 and it is noted that;
1966: Puran Bazar affected. The erosion had however slowed down subsequently.
1970: existence of Puran Bazar at stake. There was erosion at Nutan Bazar as well.
1971: Puran Bazar heavily eroded. There was erosion at Nutan Bazar as well. Koralia bank on Nutan Bazar side
had caved in.
1972: Puran Bazar heavily eroded with huge loss to properties.
1973: Chandpur town affected. A groyne at Puran Bazar constructed.
1974: Chandpur town affected.
1975: Chandpur town affected specially downstream of chirarchar. A shoal by the side of the groyne was
formed.
1986: north of Nutan Bazar affected.
1987: north of Nutan Bazar affected.
1988: Puran Bazar seriously affected. There was some damage to revetments on Nutan Bazar side also.
The period after 1975 and up to 1985 has been a relatively safe period for Chandpur town on Puran Bazar side. A
shoal appeared adjacent to bank on the down of the groyne in 1975 and existed through 1987. In 1988 flood a
good portion of the shoal was eroded away.
2.3 Shifting of Confluence of the Padma and the Meghna
The confluence of the two rivers has the tendency to shift northward and the combined flow has the tendency to
move eastward. The location of the confluence during 1929-1988 is tabled below:
Table 1. Distance in Kilometers from Chandpur Town towards the North.
Year

Distance (km)

1929

Close to Chandpur

1940
1952
1963
1973
1980
1985
1987
1988

20.00
5.75
13.00
10.52
19.33
20.90
21.70
20.38
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2.4 Chandpur Town Protection Works
Chandpur is a district town and one of the most important urban centers and water transport junction of the
eastern part of the country. It stands on the left bank of the Meghna and bifurcated by the Dakatia. The northern
part is known as Nutan Bazar and Southern part as Puran Bazar.
Chandpur town protection project envisages the protection of valuable urban land, homesteads, market places,
industrial units from erosion. The entire area of Puran Bazar and a major portion of Nutan Bazar area including
the Chandpur railway station are at stack due to erosion. The valuation of properties that would be lost due to
erosion would amount to 246 million taka. The nature and type of properties that would be lost include land,
business and industrial establishment, housing structures, educational, recreational and religious institutions.
Therefore, the protection of Chandpur town against erosion would save huge establishments worth 246 million
taka (Prokaushali Sangsad Limited, 1973).
2.5 River Bank Stabilization with the Application of Bamboo Bandalling Structure
Bandalling is a locally bamboo made structure used for the river course stabilization by river bank erosion
protection. Due to the locally available low cost materials and labors, the construction of the bamboo bandalling
is also cost effective for the protection of erosive floodplain land. Due to the effect of the constructed bamboo
bandalling structures in the river bending reach, the secondary current is not able to attack the bending river
reach.The characteristics of bandals are that they are positioned at an angle with main current and there is an
opening below it while the upper portion is blocked. As an empirical rule the blockage of the flow section should
be about 50% in order to maintain the flow acceleration (Rahman et al., 2003).

Figure 2. Working Principles of Bamboo Bandals with its Application on Chandpur Site
3 Case Studies
3.1 Stockholm Ferry Port, Finland
Danish architects C. F. Moller won a competition to design a new ferry terminal in Stockholm, Sweden.
The terminal will service Stockholm’s ferry connection to Finland and the Baltics.

Figure 3. Stockholm Ferry Port, Finland
The massing of the new building is inspired by traditional maritime architecture and its exterior will be clad in
expanded mesh. The terminal will be raised to the same height as the neighboring development and linked to it
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via a bridge. The roof of the terminal will be landscaped to become a public green space and embedded with
solar cells to generate power for the self-sufficient structure. The Terminal has a covered façade with expanded
mesh, which recalls the shape of a moving vessel and the Architecture– with large cranes and warehouses-that
previously characterized the Ports. At the same time, the terminal has an ambitious sustainable profile,
characteristic of the entire development. The main idea has been to create natural links between central
Stockholm and the new urban area in connection with the terminal, so that city life will naturally flow into the
area. Therefore the terminal is raised to be at level with the urban zone, so it is easy for both pedestrians and
traffic to access. At the same time the roof of the terminal building is designed as a varied green landscape with
stairs, ramps, niches, and cozy corners, inviting both Stockholmers and passengers for a stroll or relaxing
moments, while enjoying the view of the ferries, the archipelago, and the city skyline.
The aim is that the ferry terminal will be predominantly self-sufficient in energy and thus stand as an
environmental model for public construction. Therefore the architecture of the terminal will integrate i.e. solar
and wind power, for example the terraced landscape on the roof will integrate beds of solar cells along with the
planting.
3.2 Riga Passenger Terminal, Latvia
With the existing Riga Passenger Terminal now outdated and situated in an exclusive location – adjacent to the
very center of Riga, the infrastructure needed a new identity and urban response.

Figure 4. Riga Passenger Terminal, Latvia.
• THE PROMENADE: The very backbone of the project is an elevated promenade which activates the existing,
underdeveloped pedestrian zone along the river Daugava and connects public spaces, retail, hotel, terminal and
other functions, all accessible from the same path. All across the given territory, it forms a straight axis, crossing
the planned volumes and clearly separating the functions and program – premises for trade, offices, galleries and
cafes from the Port Terminal and the Port Hotel volume itself.
• SYNERGY OF THE PASSENGER TERMINAL: All vehicle traffic within the territory of the port is organized
on the ground level with an ambition to reduce the impact of traffic and use as much of the very limited amount
of land as efficiently as possible and to open as much of the public space as possible. Above the ground, the
proposal suggests connecting both major volumes of the competition territory – the Port Terminal and the Port
Hotel, within a single floor high infrastructure slab, raised above the transport lanes and car parking zones. Being
accessible from the ground floor, Passenger Terminal or the Promenade level above, the hotel is fully integrated
into the Riga Port Terminal development. On one hand being connected to the Port Terminal and the public
Promenade, the Port Hotel has its own autonomy – own traffic driveway, own entrances, own public square, own
terraces etc.
3.3 Hong Kong Cruise Terminal: A Giant multi-purpose green building
• Giant vessel port of embarkation and disembarkation
• Multi-purpose hall when not in use as a port terminal
• 4 level building Design
• Dates: Works completion in Mid-2013
• Surfaces Project of 120 000m²
• Architect: Sir Norman Foster
ORGANIZATION:
Efficient Program Stacking - 4 Main Levels
• Ground – Ground Transportation, Baggage, Custom Hall, Loading/Unloading
• Mezzanine – Ground Transportation, Pick-ups, Concourse, MEP
• First – Passenger Check-in & Waiting, CIQP, Commercial
• Landscape Deck: extensive roof garden
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Figure 5. Hong Kong Cruise Terminal
SUSTAINABLE TARGETS:
• Efficient building envelop, efficient shaping
• Natural ventilation thanks to light-wells
• Strategies to save electricity and lighting thanks to natural ventilation and natural lighting
• Efficient energy systems: CO2 sensors, heat recovery, air condenser
• Recycled water is used for irrigation
• Native and adapted vegetation on the landscape roof
• Responsible and Environmental site management
PASSIVE ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES:
FETURES:
• Building envelope: Green roofs, green walls
• Natural ventilation for car parks
• Free cooling Air flushing effect
• Building envelope Skylights, shading devices to reduce solar heat gain
• Wide span structure
• Atria drawing daylight deep into the plan
• Façade that responds to environmental and functional needs

HEATING, VENTILATION, AIR CONDITIONING:
• Hybrid natural and mechanical ventilation system
• Co2 detectors to control a/c in occupied areas
• Active air treatment systems Limiting pollution in the building (no2, radon, voc, etc.)
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY PRODUCTION:
• Major use of solar energy Solar thermal panels for domestic hot water pre-heating: provide all the hot water
needs for showers and part of heating during winter 35.7 MWhr per year, 26 panels, total 51.7 m2
• Photovoltaic panels for electrical power production 25.5 MWhr per year, 132 panels, total 158.4 m2 Solar
power lightings
SOLAR WATER HEATING GREEN:
• Roof Skylights
• Self-Shading
• Atria Natural Ventilation Stack Effect
• Recycling Rainwater
• Recycling Photovoltaic Heat Exchange
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4 Findings of Case Studies
The need for case studies is basically to have a better knowledge of a water transport terminal planning and
design. From the above case studies therefore, it could be observed that most of water transport terminals of
Bangladesh are below standard in terms of facilities, planning and design and operations while the foreign ones
serve as eye openers to the necessary standards in a passenger Terminal. These observations will enhance the
design of proposed water transport terminal.
Concept: the terminals studied have well-defined concept and expression in terms of activity, environment and
functions of its users.
Structure and Construction: The buildings studied exhibit clear and simple architectural structures. Mores, their
construction techniques and forms are relatively simple and similar.
Accessibility and Circulation: The direct accessibility from adjoining roads into the respective terminal premises
and the adequate service of these premises by good network of roads, rails, and water is very commendable.
However, in most terminals, random pedestrian, vehicle and cargo circulation was observed, also passengers and
car hire services have not been adequately provided for.
Finishes: All terminal buildings studied exhibit good finishes particularly the control tower.
a. Location: The water terminal should be strategically located to the convenience of the users. It should be
accessible to both vehicular and pedestrians thus facilities the movement into and out of the terminal
b. Facilities: Terminal facilities should be adequate both for the passengers and the employed personnel of the
terminal. This will cater for the welfare of users and ensure more efficient terminal operations.
c. Zoning: The facilities in the proposed water transport terminal should be properly zoned to ensure a more
efficient layout and functional space organization. This could be achieved by integrating related spaces or
facilities together and separating incompatible ones. Such facilities fall under major zones which include
passenger facilities, administrative, maintenance and car parking or outdoor facilities, and the berthing area.
d. Passenger Traffic/Circulation: Adequate consideration should be given to proper resolution of general
movement – arrivals and departures, within the terminal building, as well as the pedestrian and vehicular
movement within the site.
e. Landscape: The proposed terminal should have proper landscaping of the site to uplift the image of the
terminal, to give it dignity and make the entire site comfortable for the users and staff.
f. Orientation: The proposed terminal building should be oriented to obtain optimum lighting and ventilation
naturally, especially for the maintenance building.
g. Affordability: The proposed water transport terminal design should be cost effective and affordable. Therefore
consideration should be taken in the choice of materials in the construction of the project.
5 Conclusions
As the water transportation sector had received little attention from the Government of Bangladesh with only
limited resources allocated to its development. However, the government is required to look into proposals for
the acceptance of architectural improvement of terminal buildings as a stimulant of, increased terminal activities
in our country. In the light of this terminal buildings should be given architectural consideration in order to create
port architecture that will be widely accepted by the environment and to meet modern trends of development in
architecture. It is not enough to design and build just a terminal; the solution has to satisfy the needs of today and
stand the rest of time. To meet these, the final solution recognizes the findings from both case studies and site
studies carried out. Finally, the amenities provided took into consideration the characteristics of the people that
are going to use them so as to achieve a functional and environmentally compactable passenger terminal.
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